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Abstract

Background: Rituximab (RTX) and ocrelizumab (OCR) are two anti-CD20 biologics used in MS;

however, comparisons on safety and efficacy are rare.

Objective: To compare treatment outcomes over the first year with RTX and OCR.
Methods: Retrospective cohort study comprising MS patients initiating RTX at the Karolinska

University Hospital (Sweden; n¼ 311) and OCR at Rocky Mountain MS Clinic (Utah, USA;

n¼ 161), respectively.

Results: Levels of immunoglobulin G measured in blood dropped 0.16 g/L (95% confidence interval

0.01 to 0.31) with each OCR infusion, but remained stable with RTX. In contrast, levels of

immunoglobulin M decreased to a similar extent with both drugs. Ten and 15% of patients discontinued

treatment with RTX and OCR, respectively (n.s), however, adverse events leading to treatment

discontinuation were more common with OCR (6.8% vs 2.6%; p¼ 0.026). Only 3.1 and 1.6% discon-

tinued OCR and RTX, respectively, due to lack of effect (n.s). The degree of B cell depletion was

superior with OCR.

Conclusion: Overall, differences between the two treatments were small. Although the study design

precludes robust conclusions regarding the risk-benefit with the studied therapies, our findings indicate

that the tolerability and safety with RTX is not inferior to OCR.
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Introduction

The number of approved disease modulatory treat-

ments (DMTs) for relapsing-remitting MS (RMMS)

has grown considerably over the last decade, while

treatment options in progressive MS remains much

more limited.1 A growing body of evidence supports

the notion of a strong suppressive effect on inflam-

matory disease activity in MS with B cell depleting

therapies.2–4 Unlike other MS DMTs, anti-CD20

biologics have been shown to be effective both in

relapsing-remitting (RRMS) and primary progres-

sive (PPMS).1,5,6 Rituximab (RTX, Roche) is a

mouse chimeric monoclonal antibody approved for

the treatment of RA, lymphoma and systemic vascu-

litis.2 While it is not formally approved for MS, it

has undergone early clinical trials both in RRMS and

PPMS and is increasingly used off-label in certain

parts of the world, e.g. in Sweden. Ocrelizumab

(OCR, Roche) is a fully humanized anti-CD20 anti-

body that recently became the first MS DMT to be
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approved both for RRMS and PPMS after success-

fully completing phase III clinical trial programs in

both indications.5,6 Both RTX and OCR are of the

immunoglobulin G (IgG) subtype 1 and bind over-

lapping epitopes on the CD20 antigen.7 RTX has

more complement-dependent cytotoxicity and less

antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity than

OCR.7 An advantage of this DMT class is that

anti-CD20 therapies have been used for decades in

other disease areas, where especially the rheumatoid

arthritis (RA) indication for RTX provides valuable

information on the safety profile with long-term use.

Safety concerns include infusion-reactions and

increased susceptibility to infections, due to interfer-

ence with the normal physiological functions of the

immune defense.8 In contrast, there is no indication

that RTX is associated with increased risk of malig-

nancies.9 Although both RTX and OCR have been

tested in similar clinical contexts in MS, no direct

comparisons of the tolerability, safety and immuno-

suppressive effects between the two DMTs exist.

In this study we compared a real-world cohort of

patients initiating treatment with RTX or OCR in

order to determine effects on Ig-levels, B cell deple-

tion measured in blood and treatment outcomes over

the first year.

Materials and methods

Study population

The study was performed at two specialized MS

clinics; the Karolinska University Hospital

Huddinge, Sweden, and Rocky Mountain Multiple

Sclerosis Clinic (RMMSC), Utah, USA. In Sweden

RTX is extensively used off-label since several

years, while the use of OCR has been limited to

clinical trials. The Karolinska cohort comprised all

patients with RRMS or secondary progressive MS

(SPMS) initiating RTX between 2010 and 28 May

2018. Patients were identified through the nation-

wide Swedish MS register, which was started in

2000 and has a high coverage and validity of regis-

tered data, especially regarding therapy episodes.10

The RMMSC cohort comprised all patients with

RRMS or SPMS initiating OCR between 1 May

2017 and 30 November 2018. They were identified

through a database search of electronic medical

records. In both groups medical charts were

reviewed to validate and collect data according to

a pre-specified data collection protocol. Inclusion

criteria were: a diagnosis of RRMS or SPMS, that

treatment was initiated due to MS and that infusions

had been given in intervals of 5–7 months.

All patients fulfilled the revised 2017 McDonald cri-

teria for MS, in addition the definition of SPMS

relied on the 2013 Lublin criteria.11,12

The study was approved by the Regional Ethical

Board of Stockholm (Dnr: 2009/2107-31-2) and

IRB number Pro00038748.

Treatment and follow-up monitoring

The dosing regimen for RTX consisted of a single

infusion 500 or 1000mg of RTX, followed by a

single infusion of 500mg every 5–7 month thereaf-

ter. The OCR dosing regimen consisted of two

300mg infusions two weeks apart and a single infu-

sion of 600mg every 5–7 months thereafter. The

clinical follow up routine consisted of clinical

examinations and brain 1.5 or 3 T magnetic reso-

nance imaging (MRI) before treatment and at

every 6–12 months, or as clinically indicated. In

general, blood analyses were done before start of

therapy and before each additional DMT infusion.

Data collection and outcomes

The data extraction protocol included data on IgG,

IgM and Ig A levels, total lymphocyte numbers and

flow cytometric determination of the number of T

(CD3þCD4þ or CD3þCD8þ) and B (CD19þCD3-)
cells, all measured in blood. The intervals differed

somewhat between Sweden and RMMSC due to

follow up routines. In Sweden, blood tests were car-

ried out before every RTX dose with an interval of

0–45 days (mean¼ 10.7; SD¼ 6.4). At RMMSC, the

interval between blood samples and treatment was

0–192 days (mean¼ 63,9; SD¼ 40). We also col-

lected data on age, sex, MS-duration at start of treat-

ment with RTX or OCR, all prior treatments, EDSS

at baseline, relapses within 3 months of start of ther-

apy. Blood test data for patients treated with intra-

venous Ig (IVIG) or plasma exchange (PE) within

100 days of start of therapy or re-infusion were

excluded as this could affect the values of the param-

eters mentioned above. Reasons for discontinuation

were stratified into the following groups; lack of

effect, adverse events (AE), stable disease, con-

firmed or planned pregnancy, and other reasons. In

patients with two or more reasons for discontinua-

tion only one was considered according to the prior-

ity order listed above. Lack of effect was defined as

a verified clinical relapse or contrast-enhancing

lesions on T1-weighed MRI at least three months

after first anti-CD20 DMT infusion or a new lesion

on T2-weighed MRI compared with a reference scan

performed at least three months after first anti-CD20

DMT administration. AEs as reason for discontinu-

ation were specified according to the medical
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records. The definition of an AE was up to the treat-

ing physician and the decision to discontinue the

treatment was take after discussion with the patient.

Statistical analyses

Data was analyzed using a linear mixed effect model

(MEM) (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version

25.0), which included number of doses of adminis-

tered DMT (i.e. OCR or RTX) as random effect,

while age, sex, previous DMT, administered DMT

and the interaction of doses and administered DMT

as fixed effects. Covariance type was unstructured.

We also performed Generalized Estimating

Equations (GEE) to get more robust estimations

and to confirm or reject our initial findings. The cor-

relation matrix was independent. In order to compen-

sate for variability in sample times between RTX and

OCR the data was also analyzed with days between

first dose and sample collection (baseline was set to

0) instead of samples coupled to doses. The immu-

nological biomarkers at baseline were compared with

outcomes after one and two doses of RTX and OCR,

respectively, and subsequently compared using chi-

square test. Mann-Whitney test was used to compare

CD19þ B cell counts. P-values <0.05 were consid-

ered statistically significant. Non-parametric varia-

bles were presented as median (range), and

normally distributed variables as mean (SD).

Results

Study population

We identified a total of 311 MS patients starting

RTX who fulfilled the inclusion criteria, of which

225 had RRMS and the remaining 86 SPMS who

had received RTX every 5–7 months (mean interval

188 days between doses; SD¼ 11). The OCR cohort

consisted of 161 patients, all of which were classi-

fied as RRMS, who had received DMT infusions

with a mean interval of 190 (SD¼ 11) days.

Detailed data on the two cohorts are given in

Table 1. Blood test values for two RTX patients

were excluded due to treatment with IVIG and PE,

respectively, within 100 days prior to baseline. In the

OCR group, six values were excluded due to IVIG

treatment prior to re-infusion.

Adverse events

In the RTX group the reasons where: suicidal idea-

tion (n¼ 1), hair loss and painful sensations (n¼ 1),

anemia (n¼ 1), increased fatigue (n¼ 1), swollen

hands (n¼ 1), infusion-reactions (n¼ 2) and

unknown (termed adverse event, but not specified;

n¼ 1).

In the OCR group the reasons where: infections

(n¼ 10; comprising sinusitis, appendicitis, urinary

tract infection, pneumonia, diverticulitis, bronchitis

and sepsis), infusion-reactions (n¼ 2), lymphopenia

(n¼ 1), Stevens Johnson syndrome (n¼ 1) and

anemia (n¼ 1).

Immunoglobulin concentrations and B cells

Calculating data with MEM showed that total levels

of IgG in blood decreased with a mean of 0.16 g/L

(CI 0.01 to 0.31; p¼ 0.039) with each OCR infusion,

but remained stable with RTX (Figure 1). Using the

alternative GEE approach and instead of doses using

days from treatment dose to sample time resulted in

a trend for lowered IgG with OCR (0.001 g/L per

day; CI 0.000 to -0.003), corresponding to 0.18 g/L

Table 1. Demographics of OCR (n¼ 161) and RTX (n¼ 311).

OCR n (%) RTX n (%)

Aubagio 9 (5.59) 3 (0.96)

Gilenya 1 (0.62) 13 (4.18)

Injectable 14 (8.69) 124 (39.8)

Naive 7 (4.34) 80 (25.7)

Rituxan 23 (14.2) –

Tecfidera 40 (24.8) 19 (6.10)

Tysabri 66 (40.9) 72 (23.1)

Unknown 1 (0.62) –

Total 161 (100) 311 (100)

Sex female 95 (59.0) 222 (71.3)

RRMS 161 (100) 225 (72)

Age mean (SD) 49.8 (11.9) 44.0 (11.7)

EDSS Median (IQR; min; max) – 2.5 (2.125; 0; 8.5)

MS duration mean (SD) 12.5 (8.32) 11.3 (8.87)
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by each infusion; p¼ 0.102). Finally, using MEM

with days between first dose and blood sample col-

lection showed a significant decrease in the OCR

group (p¼ 0.036), other IgG decreased to similar

extent as those before. Factoring in other character-

istics showed that higher age was associated both

with lower starting IgG levels and a stronger

decreasing effect. This was not linear, as the effect

became evident only from the age span of 40 to

50 years of age, see Table 2 for age stratified IgG

levels. In addition, patients who had received RTX

before OCR had a lower starting value of IgG

(p¼ 0.030) compared to natalizumab. These patients

in general had received doses of 500mg every two

weeks for two months and repeated doses with six

months’ intervals after this initial cycle. Other

DMTs were not different from natalizumab. No dif-

ference between genders. At the group level, IgG

was lower in the OCR group before treatment start

and this difference remained even when patients

who previously had been treated with RTX and

switched to OCR were excluded.

In contrast to IgG, IgM dropped to a similar extent in

both groups with each additional infusion calculated

with MEM; 0.12 g/L (CI 0.10 to 0.15) and 0.11 g/L

(CI 0.09 to 0.14) for RTX and OCR, respectively

(Figure 2). Using GEE and days between first dose

and sample collection both treatments displayed a

decreased of-0.18g/L (p< 0.001). Baseline levels

of IgM was affected by sex, since females displayed

higher starting values (þ0.18 g/L; CI 0.06 to 0.29

compared to males; p¼ 0.003). Treatment naı̈ve

patients and those previously exposed to dimethyl

fumarate had higher starting values than those

switching from natalizumab (0.21 g/L, CI 0.04 to

0.37, p¼ 0.014; 0.28 g/L, CI 0.10 to 0.46,

p¼ 0.002, respectively). The effect of previous treat-

ment with RTX was even greater than with natali-

zumab (–0.24 g/L, CI –0.06 to –0.42, p¼ 0,009). In

contrast to IgG, there was only a trend for lower

values with increasing age (p¼ 0.053). These find-

ings were consistent to those calculated with MEM.

Levels of IgA in blood were not affected by treat-

ment with either OCR or RTX, however females

displayed lower baseline concentrations compared

to males (–0.35 g/L, CI –0.08 to –0.63, p¼ 0,011).

CD19þ B cell counts were greatly depleted with

both RTX and OCR. In most patients CD19þ B

cell were below the detection limit before next infu-

sion. A subgroup analysis was performed using

Mann-Whitney test for CD19þ B cell counts in the

Figure 1. Median IgG, 25–75% in the box, whiskers show max and min.

Table 2. IgG levels (g/L) stratified by age and treatment.

Age Baseline mean (SD) 12 Months mean (SD)

<40 OCR 8.82 (2.0) 8.55 (1.4)

RTX 10.7 (2.4) 10.9 (2.2)

50–40 OCR 8.79 (2.2) 8.75 (2.8)

RTX 10.0 (2.1) 10.1 (2.1)

>50 OCR 8.76 (2.2) 7.99 (2.0)

RTX 9.85 (2.3) 9.48 (2.6)

OCR: ocrelizumab; RTX: rituximab.
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time span of 150–180 days after the first infusion of

OCR (median¼ 0� 106/L) and RTX (median¼
10� 106/L), which showed a significant decrease

in CD19þ B cell counts compared to RTX

(U¼ 1170, p< 0.001) (Figure 3).

Treatment discontinuations

There was no statistical difference in the proportion

of patients terminating treatment within the first year

(10 and 15% with RTX and OCR, respectively,

p¼ 0.11). Reasons to discontinue treatment are

depicted in Table 3. AEs as stated reason to discon-

tinue DMT were more common with OCR than RTX

(9.3% vs 2.6%, p< 0.01). The difference retained

statistical significance when patients switching to

OCR from RTX were excluded (5.6% vs 2.6%,

p¼ 0.043). In contrast, only 2.5% and 1.6% discon-

tinued OCR and RTX, respectively, due to lack of

effect, a difference that was not significant between

the two treatments.

Discussion

We here report the first direct comparison between

RTX and OCR in context of MS. Although both

treatments are similar in their mode of action, this

does not exclude the existence of clinically relevant

differences in effect or safety/tolerability. Both RTX

and OCR have been studied in clinical trials in

RRMS and PPMS.5,6,13,14 However, due to differ-

ences in design and methodology, comparisons

across studies should be done with caution. In addi-

tion, randomized controlled trials have known

limitations regarding generalizability to real-world

Figure 2. Median IgM, 25–75% in the box, whiskers show max and min.

Figure 3. CD19 cell counts in blood. Lower levels of normal (LLN) are indicated in the graphs. Note that LLN differed

slightly between centra (80 and 61 cells 106/L at Karolinska and Rocky Mountain, respectively).

Table 3. Side effects for OCR and RTX divided

into groups.

OCR n RTX n

Lack of effect 5 5

Adverse event

(infusion reactions)

15 (2) 8 (2)

Lost to follow up 3 2

Other reasons 2 5

Stable disease 0 10

Pregnancy confirmed 0 1

Pregnancy planned 0 0

n: number.

Evertsson et al.
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patient populations due to restrictive inclusion crite-

ria. A strength with this study is that we included all

patients starting RTX or OCR at either site and, thus,

were able to study a heterogeneous patient popula-

tion similar to that seen in clinical practice. The fact

that no patient started OCR outside of clinical trials

in the Swedish cohort and the insurance companies

decided whether the patient should receive RTX or

OCR in the RMMSC cohort ensured that there was

no concealed confounding factor affecting channel-

ing to the two DMTs. However, inevitably this also

introduced a possible bias regarding baseline patient

characteristics. For example, the US cohort only

included patients with RRMS, since OCR is current-

ly not approved for SPMS. Since baseline character-

istics regarding age, disease duration and EDSS did

not reveal major differences between the two groups,

it is possible that criteria for classifying a disease

course as secondary progressive were more liberal

in Sweden. Furthermore, a higher proportion of

patients in the Swedish cohort were treatment

naı̈ve, while the proportion switching from natalizu-

mab was higher in the RMMSC cohort. Together

with differences in follow up routines regarding

relapse documentation and the way disability ratings

and imaging were carried out, all assumptions on

possible differences in effectiveness outcomes

between RTX and OCR should be interpreted with

caution. Therefore, we here limited this to the pro-

portion of patients terminating either DMT due to

lack of effect that likely is less sensitive to such

differences. This showed that few patients terminat-

ed either treatment due to lack of effect, which is in

line with previous observations regarding B cell

depleting therapies in context both of clinical trials

and real world evidence.5,15–18

In contrast to clinical outcomes, our analysis of

immunoglobulin and B cell counts represent objec-

tive measures of impact of therapy. Here we found

that OCR, but not RTX, was associated with a

decrease in IgG measured in blood with increasing

number of infusions, even if differences reached sig-

nificance only with one of the statistical approaches

(MEM). In contrast, both DMTs reduced IgM levels

to a similar extent. Hypogammaglobulinemia is a

well-known consequence of B cell depleting thera-

pies and is associated with increased susceptibility to

infections, in turn believed to be relating to total

exposure to RTX.19 The frequency of hypogamma-

globulinemiawith RTX used in context of RA has

been estimated at 2.7 events per 100 patient

years.20 An important difference is that we here

studied a low dose regimen for RTX, since a large

majority started with a single 500mg infusion while

the label for RA states a cycle with two 1000mg

infusions over two weeks. In an earlier real world

study of MS patients the 500mg RTX dose was

associated with a trend of fewer side effects com-

pared to 1000mg, although differences in impact on

levels of IgG between the two doses were not sig-

nificant.21 However, we here used a more precise

statistical model, which included exact information

on dates of drug administration and blood sampling

and it is therefore unclear if the higher dosage of

RTX affect levels of IgG to a greater extent.

However, further studies are needed to describe

more in detail how different doses and dosing inter-

vals affect immunolglobulin levels. Further studies

are also needed to address if the difference we see

here regarding IgG between OCR and RTX mostly

depends on the relative efficacy of B cell depletion,

since a higher proportion of patients treated with

RTX had detectable levels of B cells before next

infusion. Longer observations will be required to

determine if the early effects on IgG we see here

also translate into differences in risks of hypogam-

maglobulinemia, in turn relating to risks of infec-

tions.19,20 A potentially important observation here

was that older age was associated with both lower

baseline levels of IgG and a greater drop with suc-

cessive infusions. This may suggest that age should

be considered when deciding on doses and dosing

intervals with B cell depleting drugs in order to

reduce the risks of developing IgG deficiency,

since it tends to be long lasting even after drug

administration has been terminated. This also under-

scores the importance of monitoring of immunoglob-

ulin levels with anti-CD20 therapies, since this

offers an opportunity for earlier detection of patients

at risk, who may benefit from immunoglobulin

replacement.

A theoretical advantage with OCR compared to

RTX is that the former likely is less immunogenic,

with fewer patients developing anti-drug antibodies

(ADA). In other contexts, ADAs have been associ-

ated with reduced efficacy and possibly also

increased risks of infusion reactions. The fact that

we here found that a higher proportion of patients

that terminated OCR due to AEs suggests that this is

of limited clinical importance for anti-CD20 biolog-

icals. In a previous study we also found that while a

significant proportion of patients treated with RTX

developed anti-RTX antibodies, we did not find an

association between ADAs and infusion reactions,

adverse events or lack of effect.22
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Limitations with the study apart from those men-

tioned above, include that there were certain differ-

ences in follow up procedures between the two

centers, e.g. time to blood sample, EDSS missing

in the OCR group and different laboratories perform-

ing blood analyses. Furthermore, since information

was collected from clinical routine, not all patients

had complete data sets. We also lacked data on cer-

tain parameters such as body mass index and con-

comitant diseases, which may have affected the

studied outcomes. Although we adjusted for age in

the statistical analysis we cannot completely rule out

a degree of residual confounding that could explain

some of the difference in IgG levels between the

RTX and OCR groups. The difference in baseline

IgG levels between the sites suggests that the labo-

ratories measurement is not completely the same.

Still, the statistical methods used here, Mixed

effect model (MEM) and General estimating equa-

tions (GEE), are less sensitive to such differences

(provided that laboratory measurements are stable

over time) since modelling is based on an individu-

al�s starting value and look at difference over time

rather than exact starting values. CD19þ B cell

counts were also measured by different labs, which

might impact on results. Finally, the non-

randomized design makes the study susceptible to

bias by additional confounders not accounted for.

In conclusion, we find that OCR and older age are

associated with greater effects on levels of IgG

levels in blood, while RTX and OCR affected IgM

to a similar extent. The proportion of patients termi-

nating therapy due to lack of effect was small and

did not differ between the two DMTs. In contrast,

the risk of discontinuing therapy due to AEs was

greater with OCR than RTX. These observations

suggest that the tolerability and safety with RTX is

not inferior to that of OCR. Further studies are war-

ranted to address long term efficacy and safety out-

comes with RTX and OCR.
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